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In Parkinson’s disease (PD) self-directed movement, such as walking, is often found
to be impaired while goal directed movement, such as catching a ball, stays relatively
unaltered. This dichotomy is most clearly observed when sensory cueing techniques are
used to deliver patterns of sound and/or light which in turn act as an external guide
that improves gait performance. In this study we developed visual cues that could be
presented in an immersive, interactive virtual reality (VR) environment. By controlling how
the visual cues (black footprints) were presented, we created different forms of spatial
and temporal information. By presenting the black footprints at a pre-specified distance
apart we could recreate different step lengths (spatial cues) and by controlling when the
black footprints changed color to red, we could convey information about the timing of
the foot placement (temporal cues). A group of healthy controls (HC;N= 10) and a group
of idiopathic PD patients (PD, N = 12) were asked to walk using visual cues that were
tailored to their own gait performance [two spatial conditions (115% [N] and 130% [L] of
an individual’s baseline step length) and three different temporal conditions (spatial only
condition [NT], 100 and 125% baseline step cadence)]. Both groups were found to be
able to match their gait performance (step length and step cadence) to the information
presented in all the visual cue conditions apart from the 125% step cadence conditions.
In all conditions the PD group showed reduced levels of gait variability (p < 0.05) while
the HC group did not decrease. For step velocity there was a significant increase in
the temporal conditions, the spatial conditions and of the interaction between the two
for both groups of participants (p < 0.05). The coefficient of variation of step length,
cadence, and velocity were all significantly reduced for the PD group compared to the HC
group. In conclusion, our results show how virtual footsteps presented in an immersive,
interactive VR environment can significantly improve gait performance in participants with
Parkinson’s disease.
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INTRODUCTION
The loss of dopamine-generating neurons in the basal-ganglia as
well as dysfunctional activation of the supplementary motor area,
anterior cingulate cortex, and left putamen lead to problems with
self-paced movement in people suffering from Parkinson Disease
(PD) (1). Although both automated and self-paced movements
are impaired by the disease, the ability to control goal-directed or
externally cued movements stays relatively unaltered (2, 3). This
phenomenon is often known as “kinesia paradoxical” (4) and
is demonstrated in studies where self-paced movements, such
as walking (5, 6) or reaching (7, 8), improve dramatically when
relevant external sensory information is made available.
A nice example of this phenomenon is presented in a study
by Asmus et al. (9), who show how a patient suffering from
Parkinson’s can use the information provided by a ball on the end
of a string to move better. The research shows how the moving
ball provides an external reference frame onto which the patient
can couple his/her movements. This finding suggests that the
neural mechanisms behind the control of self-paced movement,
where there is no external stimulus or reference to help guide
the movement (e.g., walking), are different to the control of
movement when external stimuli (e.g., a ball or a metronome)
are present (4). Furthermore, it suggests that in these instances
where sensory information is available (e.g., visual or auditory)
there is a change in the neural mechanisms employed to control
movement, effectively bypassing defective basal ganglia circuitry
(10).
Sensory cueing is related to the provision of either spatial cues,
that give information about where movements should be guided,
or temporal cues, that give information about a rhythm (4). The
advantages of spatial cues are usually related to an improvement
in step length and a reduction in step length variability (10–14).
By contrast, the delivery of temporal cues has been shown to
improve cadence (i.e., faster walking) and reduce variability (15–
17). Traditionally cues have been understood as discrete events
that help direct the focus of attention to specific processes that
control gait dynamics (18). For this reason, gait cues are usually
kept as simple as possible, with cadence being cued through
sound using a metronome (19), and step length being cued
visually using stripes on the floor, presented perpendicular to the
walking direction.
However, our perceptual experience is not a succession of
discrete events, but rather a continuous dynamic flow, populated
by meaningful happenings (20). In this framework perception
can be conceived as the pickup of affordances, understood as
possibilities for action (21). If we think of sensory cues as
affordances, it is relevant to study how events are specified
perceptually, the action-possibilities that are afforded by the cue,
and the capabilities of the perceiver to detect and act upon such
an event (22). For example, when walking to auditory cues,
improvements in the gait of PD patients is directly influenced
by the specific nature of the auditory information presented
(23). In Young et al.’s (23) study, PD patients walked to the
guide of a metronome (containing only temporal information)
or to the sound of footsteps over gravel [containing both spatial
and temporal information; see (24) for further explanation].
The footsteps were not only able to improve step cadence and
reduce step cadence variability in PD patients (as was found with
the metronome), but also produced significant changes in step
length and step length variability (which was not found for the
metronome condition).
Unfortunately, in the case of visual cues, little or no attention
has been directed to the nature of the information being delivered
through the cues. This study will address the need to understand
the type of information being delivered through the visual cues
and assess whether patients are able to tune into this information
and use it to improve the dynamics of the gait cycle. If we look
at the information delivered in visual cues, most studies have
focused only on spatial cues that influence step length, such as
lines presented perpendicular to the walking direction of the
participant (10, 11, 13, 14, 17). This contrasts sharply with the
auditory cues used by Young et al. (23), where the sound of
footsteps over gravel dynamically convey both the spatial and
temporal properties of the action being performed by the walker.
This additional information presented in the auditory cues has
been defined by Young et al. (23) as “action-relevant” and has
been found to be more effective at reducing gait variability
(23, 25) and instances and duration of FOG (4) when compared
to a traditional metronome. The authors of these studies argued
that these improvements may be due to the putative function
of “sensory-motor” neurons (23, 24), also known as the mirror
neuron system. It is possible that in cueing conditions that are
action relevant, this neural system is activated by the perceptual
information conveying the spatial-temporal characteristics of the
footsteps that generated the sounds.
The aim of the present study was to develop an action-relevant
visual cue and test its efficacy using immersive, interactive virtual
reality (VR). Although action-relevant cues have been shown to
be an effective cueing method when presented in the auditory
domain, there is no study that has tested their efficacy when
presented in the visual domain. In this study, different types
of visual cues were developed and tested in an immersive,
interactive VR environment that looked like a regular hallway. In
this way, we ensured high ecological validity, while maintaining
precise control over the experimental conditions (26). Taking the
perspective that perception is scaled to the action capabilities of
the perceiver (27–30), the cues were adapted to each participant
with respect to their own baseline gaitmeasures that were taken at
the start of the session. Furthermore, the cues were manipulated
in order to convey different spatial and temporal information.
It is hypothesized that participants will be able to tune into
the two types of information (spatial and temporal) delivered
by the visual cues, resulting in improvements in specific gait
parameters, namely step length, step cadence, step velocity, and
the variability of each of these gait parameters. In particular, the
footprints with only spatial information are expected to improve
step length, step velocity and the variability of these parameters.
The footprints that deliver both spatial and temporal information
combined are anticipated to also reduce step cadence variability
and increase step cadence as a function of the rhythm presented
in the cues. Furthermore, the improvements in step length and
step velocity are predicted to vary between the cues as a function
of the different forms of spatial information presented in the cue
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conditions. Finally, as PD patients are expected to have larger gait
variability in their baseline measures, the decreases in variability
are expected to be larger in this group compared to the Healthy
Control (HC) group (23).
METHODS
Participants
Two groups of participants were recruited: one group of Healthy
Controls (HC; N = 10; mean age = 63.0 years; SD = 8.6 years,
6 females, 4 males), and a group of idiopathic PD patients (PD;
N = 12; mean age = 65.3 years; SD = 7.6 years, 6 females,
6 males). The PD group was recruited through a newsletter
distributed to members of Parkinson’s UK. Motor disability was
assessed using part III of the MDS-UPDRS questionnaire (31).
This test consists of 33 items, each of which is scored from 0
to 4, with higher scores indicating more severe symptoms. “The
freezing of gait questionnaire” [FOGQ; (32)] was used to asses
if participants had experienced FOG consistently in the week
prior to the experiment. A mean score >2 indicated that this was
the case. The results of this test are presented in Table 1, along
with demographic information about the PD participants. Due
to ethical considerations we were not able to interfere with the
medication regimes of the PD patients, therefore some patients
were tested in an OFF state while others in an ON state. One
healthy adult withdrew from the experiment before completing
the study. The data from this participant has been excluded from
the analysis. This participant was replaced by another healthy
control (HC). The study was approved by the University ethics
committee (PREC-31-2016-17). All participants gave written
informed consent and sought permission to participate from
their medical practitioner. None of the participants had any
known cognitive impairments (note no cognitive tests were
administered).
Immersive, Interactive Virtual Reality
A virtual environment (representing a hallway) was presented
through a virtual reality head-set (Oculus Rift, DK2, Irvine,
California, USA). The screen had a resolution of 1,920 ×
1,080, had a field of view of 100 degrees and was updated 75
times per second. Intersense IS900 (InterSense Inc., Bedford,
Massachusetts, USA) tracking system was used instead of the
Oculus tracking to allow participants the freedom to walk up
and down the virtual hallway. In this way we were able to
facilitate a one to one mapping between participant movement
in the real world and movement in the virtual world. Both head
orientation and position were tracked and updated in the virtual
environment at 120Hz. This in turn updated the participant’s
viewpoint but also served as a measure of how the participant
moved through the environment. The tracked space was 12m
long by 5m wide.
Walking Metrics
Although the information provided by the Intersense 900
head tracker measured participant movement through the
environment, more detailed information about the participant’s
walking characteristics was also required. Participants had a rigid
body containing three reflective markers attached to each foot
that allowed us to capture this data. A set of 12 Qualisys infrared
motion capture cameras (Qualisys Ltd., Göteborg, Sweden)
recorded the movement of these reflective markers at 100Hz.
Furthermore, to allow participants to see their own feet in the
virtual environment, data were streamed in real-time from the
infrared motion capture system into the virtual environment
(Qualisys Unity SDK), with a sampling frequency of 30HZ. The
position of the two rigid bodies was automatically detected by
the system, and was used to control the position and orientation
of virtual depictions of the feet (in the form of two blue cuboid
shaped boxes). The virtual representation of the foot allowed
participants to see where they were stepping, increasing the levels
of behavioral realism (33).
Visual Cues
Two different types of visual cues were created: one representing
step length (spatial information) and the other representing step-
length and cadence (spatial-temporal information). To increase
the ecological validity the cues were presented as a sequence of
black footprints (25.5 cm long and 12.75 cm wide—equivalent
to European shoe size 40) projected onto the virtual floor.
The difference between successive footprints represented step
length (spatial information), whilst the rhythmic lighting up
of a footprint (changing color from black to red) represented
the cadence (temporal information; see Figure 1). Cues were
personalized for each individual according to their baseline gait
characteristics (see Procedure for more details). Two different
step lengths were used (115% of baseline [“normal;” N]), and
(130% of baseline step length [“long;” L]) and these were
crossed with three different types of temporal cues (No temporal
information [NT], 100% of baseline cadence [100%], and 125%
of baseline cadence [125%]). This gave rise to six different cue
conditions, two spatial only conditions (N-NT and L-NT) and
four spatio-temporal conditions (N-100%, N-125%, L-100%, and
L-125%).
Virtual Hallways
The game engine software Unity (version 5.4.1f1) was used
to construct the virtual environment. It consisted of a virtual
hallway 20m long and 2.5m high (see Figure 2). A clay texture
was added to the walls and ceiling, while a white carpet texture
was added to the floor to increase the level of picture realism
of the virtual environment. For each participant the width of
the hallway was personalized to represent five shoulder widths.
This parameter was inputted at the start of the experiment.
Participants walked back and forth between red and yellow lines
that were placed 6.5m apart. In the even trials participants
walked toward the red line while in the odd trials the participants
walked in the opposite direction toward the yellow line.
Procedure
At the start of the experiment, the participant’s shoulder width
was measured (using a tape measure) and entered into Unity.
This allows the program to automatically scale the width of
the virtual hallway to the participant’s own bodily proportions.
Two experimenters were always present. One experimenter
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TABLE 1 | Demographic information about the PD participants.
Participants Age (years) Gender Years from diagnosis Clinical state UPDRS part III FOG-Q
PD1 61 Female 7 ON 10 0.33 (0.51)
PD2 77 Male 6 OFF 29 0.66 (1.06)
PD3 64 Female 2 ON 18 0.33 (0.52)
PD4 66 Female 4 ON 37 0.5 (0.55)
PD5 50 Male 2 ON 23 0.66 (1.03)
PD6 58 Male 7 ON 27 0.66 (1.03)
PD7 68 Female 6 OFF 35 3.00 (0.63)
PD8 76 Male 5 ON 28 3.16 (0.43)
PD9 59 Female 4 ON 36 2.66 (0.81)
PD10 69 Male 6 OFF 41 3.33 (0.51)
PD11 70 Female 10 ON 43 0.66 (1.06)
PD12 66 Male 4 ON 37 0.5 (0.55)
The clinical state is related to the effect of the medication: ON, responding well to medication; OFF, not responding to medication.
FIGURE 1 | Examples of the presentation of three footprints as if they were
the cues used in the experiment. The left figure corresponds to a spatial only
cue while the right figure corresponds to a spatio-temporal cue.
controlled the virtual environment and the motion capture
system while the other experimenter walked next to the
participant, holding the cable that connected the headset to the
computer, ensuring the participant’s safety. Firstly, participants
completed four familiarization trials to get used to walking in
the VR system. Then, each participant performed eight walking
trials in the virtual hallway, without cues. The recorded data
from the last four walks were used to calculate a baseline
measure of step length and step cadence (see Table 2 for
the baseline results). These measures were used to construct
personalized cue parameters (step length and cadence) for each
participant. After this, participants were given a familiarization
period where they walked eight more times guided by visual
cues containing either spatial (step length) or spatio-temporal
(cadence and step-length) information. These familiarization
cues had slightly different spatial and temporal parameters than
the ones used in the experimental trials and were intended
to familiarize the participant with the presence of the visual
cues. Each trial consisted of a 6.5m walk toward the end
line. The trial ended once they reached the line indicating
the end of the trial and participants, with the help of the
experimenter, were asked to turn around and face the opposite
direction ready for the next trial. Once they had turned around
and indicated they were ready, a new trial started in which
they walked toward the other end line. At the end of the
block of practice trials, participants were allowed to rest for
2min.
The six different cue conditions (two spatial only and
four spatio-temporal) were pseudo-randomly presented. In the
spatio-temporal conditions, one footprint at a time changed color
from black to red to specify the cadence. This rhythmic left-
right footprint color change was designed to mimic the walking
characteristics of an invisible person walking in front of the
participant. Participants were instructed to walk on the footprints
on the floor, and to try to match their rhythm to the rhythm
imposed by the color change, if such a change was present.
Video S1 includes what a participant saw in the VR hallway as
they completed one trial of each block. Before the start of the
block of trials participants were informed of the type of cue
(spatial or spatio-temporal) that they were going to see. Each cue
was presented in one of six walking trial blocks with the type of
cue in each block being determined randomly. Once participants
reached the line indicating the end of the trial, participants
with the help of the experimenter, were asked to turn around
and face the opposite direction ready for the start of the next
trial. This method for collecting walking data halved the amount
of walking a participant had to perform thereby minimizing
any fatigue that could be associated with repeatedly walking
back toward the same starting position. Each block consisted of
eight trials, and for each block of eight trials participants were
allowed to rest for 2min. The procedure lasted about 40min in
total.
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FIGURE 2 | Screenshot of the participant’s view of the hallway during a practice trial that included a spatial only cue.
TABLE 2 | Table containing the results for the six different gait parameters in the
baseline block.
Gait parameter Group Baseline result
Step length HC 0.61m (0.11m)
PD 0.50m (0.9m)
Step cadence HC 1.77Hz (0.21Hz)
PD 1.65Hz (0.29Hz)
Step velocity HC 1.08 m/s (0.21 m/s)
PD 0.85 m/s (0.24 m/s)
Step length CV HC 0.06 (0.03)
PD 0.17 (0.10)
Step cadence CV HC 0.07 (0.03)
PD 0.16 (0.14)
Step velocity CV HC 0.09 (0.04)
PD 0.21 (0.09)
The results are presented as the mean values (standard deviations in brackets).
Gait Analysis
The Qualisys data were analyzed using custom-made Matlab
(Matlab, 2016b; Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA)
routines. The gait data was low-pass filtered (Recursive
Butterworth; 2nd order; cut-off frequency: 10Hz), and then heel
strikes were marked automatically based on the moments at
which the marker nearest to the heel reached zero velocity in a
vertical direction. These heel strikes were used to calculate step
length, cadence, and step velocity. Step length was formalized
as the distance between two successive heel strikes in the
direction of walking. Step cadence was defined as the number
of steps taken per second. Step velocity was calculated by
dividing step length by the time it took to complete. Also, for
each trial the mean and coefficient of variation (CV, standard
deviation divided by the mean) of these parameters was also
determined.
As the objective of the study was to test if the visual cues
were able to induce changes in gait dynamics, all gait parameters
were expressed as a ratio with respect to the corresponding
baseline measurement obtained for each individual participant.
This ratio can be understood as expressing the proportion of
change from the baseline measures. Thus, values >1 indicate
gait performance that was better than baseline, while values <1
indicate gait performance that was worse than baseline.
Statistical Analysis
The statistical analyses were carried out using Rstudio (Rstudio
1.138; RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA). Firstly, we conducted one-
sample t-tests on the individual results of each group for step
length and step cadence, comparing mean results to the step
length and step cadence imposed by the visual cue during the
corresponding block of trials. Step length results are presented
in meters while step cadence is presented in Hertz. The objective
of these comparisons was to see if participants were adhering to
the step length and cadence imposed by each cue. Secondly, to
determine whether the gait parameters were significantly affected
by the visual cues, we examined the 95%-confidence intervals
for each block of trials for each group of participants. If 1 was
not included in the confidence intervals, this meant that they
were significantly different to the baseline results. This analysis
allowed us to see if the cues produced improvements in the gait
parameters for all of the participants. Thirdly, we conducted
three-way mixed ANOVAs on the results for all of the gait
parameters with the between-subjects factor being Group (HC,
PD) and the within-subjects factors being Spatial information (N,
L) and Temporal information (NT, 100%, and 125%). The results
were considered significant when p< 0.05. Post-hoc comparisons
were based on simple effects analysis (34) and (if required)
pairwise tests with Bonferroni corrections were used. Results are
presented as the mean plus or minus one standard deviation.
Effect size was presented using ωp², which is believed to provide
a better estimate than ηp² (35). This statistic can take values from
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0 to 1, with higher values indicating higher size effects. Because R
does not include a built-in formula that calculates ωp², a custom-
made function for calculating ωp² was created using the formula
in Olejnik and Algina (36).
RESULTS
Task Adherence
The t-tests showed that the HC actual step length (N: 0.69 ±
0.10m; L: 0.77 ± 0.12m) did not differ significantly from the
imposed values (N: 0.70m; L: 0.79m) in any of the conditions.
The t-tests also showed that the actual step length for PD patients
(N: 0.56 ± 0.10m; L: 0.62 ± 0.11m) did not differ from the
imposed step length in any of the conditions (N: 0.57m; L:
0.65m). With respect to step cadence, the t-tests revealed that
both groups adhered (HC: 1.81± 0.22Hz; PD: 1.69± 0.31Hz) to
the 100% condition (HC: 1.77Hz; PD: 1.59Hz), but neither of the
groups fully adapted to the 125% condition [HC: t(19) = −3.84,
p = 0.001, 1.94 ± 0.34Hz; PD: t(23) = −3.02, p = 0.006, 1.80 ±
0.30Hz], indicating that the imposed cadence (HC: 2.21Hz; PD:
1.99Hz) in this condition was too fast to use as a guide to improve
gait performance.
Changes Relative to Baseline
As can be seen from the confidence intervals shown in Figure 3A,
all cueing conditions were effective in increasing step length
in both groups. Step cadence (Figure 3B) was significantly
increased in the N-125% condition, in both groups. Note
that for this variable no increase was expected for the 100%
conditions, as they prescribed the same cadence established in
the baseline trials. For step velocity (Figure 3C) increased values
were obtained for all conditions in the PD group, while in the
HC group only the N-NT condition did not induce a significant
increase in velocity which would be expected given the closeness
of the cue to the baseline condition. The coefficient of variation
(CV) for step length (Figure 3D), step cadence (Figure 3E),
and step velocity (Figure 3F) in all the conditions produced
improvements (i.e., lower values) in the PD group, but none of
the conditions produced improvements in the HC group. In fact,
in the HC group all the conditions, except for N-NT had a larger
coefficient of variation (CV) for step cadence.
Comparison Between Cueing Conditions
The results of the ANOVA for step length (see Figure 3A) showed
a significant main effect for Spatial information [F(1, 21) = 49.12,
p < 0.001, ωp
2
= 0.192], indicating a greater improvement
in performance in the L condition (1.26 ± 0.10) compared to
the N condition (1.14 ± 0.10). The ANOVA for step cadence
(see Figure 3B) yielded a significant main effect of Temporal
information [F(2, 21) = 5.79, p = 0.004, ωp
2
= 0.042] with
post-hoc analysis revealing that the fastest temporal condition
(125%) yielded a larger increase in step cadence (1.10 ± 0.15)
than the two other conditions (NT: 1.00 ± 0.15; 100%: 1.03 ±
0.10). The ANOVA for step velocity (see Figure 3C) revealed
a significant main effect for Spatial information [F(1, 21) =
15.00, p < 0.001, ωp
2
= 0.085], indicating that the participants
moved faster in the L condition (1.29 ± 0.16) than in the N
condition (1.18 ± 0.15). The effect of Temporal information was
also significant [F(2, 21) = 6.76, p = 0.002, ωp
2
= 0.053] with
participants moving significantly quicker in the fastest condition
(125%: 1.31 ± 0.18) compared to the two other conditions
(NT: 1.18 ± 0.16; 100%: 1.22 ± 0.12; p < 0.05). Finally, the
interaction between the Spatial and Temporal information was
also significant [F(2, 21) = 3.53, p= 0.033, ωp
2
= 0.016]. Post-hoc
analysis revealed that for the spatial condition N, the temporal
condition 125% induced significantly larger improvements (1.28
± 0.18) than either of the two other temporal conditions (NT:
1.08 ± 0.15, 100%: 1.19 ± 0.13). The Temporal factor did not
significantly affect the degree of improvement in the spatial
condition L (NT: 1.29 ± 0.18, 100%: 1.24 ± 0.12, 125%: 1.33 ±
0.19; p > 0.05), whereas the main effect of Spatial information
was observed for all three temporal conditions (p < 0.05).
The ANOVAs for the three CV measures (see Figures 3D–F)
only showed significant effects for group [step length CV: F(1, 21)
= 73.71, p< 0.001,ωp
2
= 0.313; step cadence CV: F(1, 21)= 56.15,
p < 0.001, ωp
2
= 0.278; step velocity CV: F(1, 21) = 119.84, p <
0.001, ωp
2
= 0.543] with PD participants (step length CV: 0.50±
0.23; step cadence CV: 0.74± 0.26; step velocity CV: 0.60± 0.21)
showing significant improvements compared to the HC group
(step length CV: 1.01 ± 0.42; step cadence CV: 1.67 ± 0.95; step
velocity CV: 1.12± 0.33; p < 0.05).
DISCUSSION
In this experiment, we examined whether action-relevant visual
cues had a positive effect on gait parameters in PD patients.
We compared spatial and spatio-temporal cueing conditions,
which all involved the presentation of footsteps in a VR
environment. As a reference, we also examined the effects of
the cues on a healthy control (HC) group. The analysis focused
on two questions: (i) Did the visual cues improve the gait
parameters relative to our baseline measurements without cues
in participants with Parkinson’s, and (ii) Did the different cueing
conditions yield different levels of improvement on chosen
gait parameters? The extent to which our results answer these
questions is addressed below.
To determine (within 95% confidence intervals) if the cues
significantly improved gait parameters (step length, step cadence,
step velocity, and their CVs), we compared whether the ratio
between actual performance and baseline performance, differed
significantly from 1. This analysis showed clear improvements in
the PD group for all cueing conditions, in particular with respect
to step length, step velocity, and overall gait variability. For step
cadence, improvement was only observed for the N-125%, i.e.,
the condition that required a faster cadence in combination with
a normal step length. Although for the HC group most cueing
conditions also induced improvements in step length, and step
velocity, they did not yield any improvements in gait variability,
which may reflect a ceiling effect given the low variability of
values at baseline (see Table 2).
Using ANOVAs we also compared the influence of the six
cueing conditions, to determine their relative effectiveness on
gait performance. As expected the spatial information impacted
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FIGURE 3 | Normalized results for step length (A), step cadence (B), step velocity (C), step length CV (D), step cadence CV (E), and step velocity CV (F) for the PD
and the HC groups in the six different experimental conditions. The results are presented as normalized results calculated as the values obtained divided by the
corresponding individual baseline values. Values >1 indicate an increase relative to baseline; values <1 indicate a decrease relative to baseline. The red dashed lines
in all graphs represent the value that would indicate no difference from baseline measures (1). In (A) the green and yellow dashed lines represent the step length
prescribed in the N and L conditions, respectively. In (B) the dashed red and the green lines represent the step cadence prescribed in the 100 and 125% conditions,
respectively. The error bars represent the confidence intervals (95%) of the mean.
on step length, temporal information influenced step cadence,
while both factors influenced step velocity. The two groups
(PD and HC) did not appear to differ in this respect. As we
examined the ratio between the actual performance and the
baseline performance, this implies that both groups showed
statistically equivalent degrees of improvement in the examined
gait parameters. The ANOVAs on the variability measures (CVs),
however, did not show any differences between the cueing types,
but yielded a significant difference between the two groups.
Overall, the PD group showed stronger improvements than the
HC group, which is consistent with the potential ceiling effect
mentioned above.
Together, these results indicate that our visual cues were
effective in improving gait parameters in PD. The spatial
and temporal factors specifically improved the mean values
of the associated gait characteristics. As spatial information
was included in all cueing conditions (given the presentation
of the footsteps), all conditions resulted in improved step
length and velocity. Combining this information with temporal
information, yielded improvements in cadence as well, which
was revealed by the significant difference between the 125%
condition and the 100% and NT conditions. Since the 100%
condition corresponded to the baseline cadence obtained for
each individual, the observed absence of a difference between the
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latter two conditions was in accordance with our expectations.
Moreover, for the PD patients, all cueing types resulted in a
reduction in all gait variability measures.
The participants were able to re-enact the information
contained in all cueing conditions, except for the temporal
information contained in the 125% temporal condition that
appeared to be too fast for the participants. Nevertheless, this
condition yielded significant improvements in step cadence and
velocity (for both groups), as well as in all variability measures in
the PD group. Moreover, the improvements for step cadence and
step velocity were greater for this condition (125%) compared
to the other two temporal conditions when presented with the
spatial condition N. The absence of an effect in the spatial
condition L, may indicate that this combination of higher
cadence and longer step length was too challenging.
A common way to interpret the effectiveness of visual cues is
assuming that they help to direct attention to gait characteristics
that are impaired (10, 18). Visual cues would serve as a way
of correctly activating the motor areas related to walking (14)
by centering the focus of attention on the part of gait that is
impaired. This hypothesis was supported by studies that showed
that the advantage experienced while walking using visual cues
gets aborted when performing a dual task (13, 14).
In the present study we did not address the associated
cognitive processes, but focused on the functional characteristics
of the task, in particular, the informational constrains of the task
(4, 8, 19, 23–25). In doing so, we improved the action-relevance
of our cues, compared to themore commonly used perpendicular
lines. This improvement resides in the incorporation of the
alternating lateral symmetry of gait that was reflected in the
virtual “footsteps” [similar to the stepping stones used by (37)]
and combining it with cadence information. In addition, we
scaled our cues to the action capabilities of our participants, so
that any increase had functional specificity.
To present these cues we used an immersive, interactive VR
environment. This set-up allowed us to reliably deliver cues that
were attuned to each individual in a quick and safe manner.
Although the use of VRmay be practical in experimental research
and rehabilitation (38), it remains a challenge to create effective
cueing interventions when patients are experiencing debilitating
symptoms in real life. One promising technological development
in this regard is that of augmented reality (39). As these glasses
allow for the delivery of visual information that is superimposed
on the visual field of the patient, they open up new possibilities to
provide relevant, ecologically valid information, while the patient
is walking naturally in the real world. Going forward it will be
important to consider the most effective task-relevant cues to
alleviate other coordination problems such as turning, initiating
movement and crossing doorways.
In summary, our action-relevant visual cues improved mean
gait parameters in both the PD and HC group. Spatial
information (present in all cues) improved step length and
velocity. Combining this information with temporal information,
yielded improvements in cadence as well. Moreover, for the
PD patients, all gait variability measures were significantly
reduced in response to all cueing types. Together these
results indicate that although spatial visual cues may improve
Parkinsonian gait, the effects of visual cueing can be expanded
to the domain of step cadence by enriching the cues with
temporal information as well. The action relevance of such
spatio-temporal cues is evident, as gait is inherently a spatio-
temporal activity.
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